
Harland Clarke helps a regional bank boost internet check orders  
with a secure and friendly ordering link and landing page

Situation

Harland Clarke approached  
a regional bank, headquarted  
in the Southeastern United  
States (referred to as “ABC  
Bank”) with a series of  
recommendations for  
improving the way account  
holders were linked to a  
check-ordering site. The bank’s  
legal disclaimer that initiated  
the transition did not  
encourage account  
holders to use the link.

In addition, Harland Clarke recommended that the bank direct its account holders to a sign-in page on the 
check-ordering site. This page gives account holders specific instructions about how to locate their routing and 
account numbers on the bottom of the check re-order form for proper identification and entry.

Action

The bank removed the legal disclaimer that initiated the transition to the check-ordering site. Additionally, the 
link was updated to take customers directly to the sign-in page of the check-ordering website.

Results

The check-ordering volume from the bank website referrals grew by 
600 percent during the month of the update. This incremental order 
volume sustained itself for the months following. A noteworthy aspect 
of this incremental order lift is that it did not dilute the order volume 
originating from online banking — showing that the bank is reaching 
its account holders through multiple entry points to the check-ordering 
experience. 

Internet orders are important because account 
holders are engaged in a full shopping 
experience, where they browse and select 
multiple products from the online checks and 

accessories catalog. As a result, consumer satisfaction rates increase and account 
holders spend more per transaction, resulting in potentially higher profits for the 
financial institution.
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ABC Bank has no control over information at any site hyperlinked from this Site. 
ABC Bank makes no representation concerning and is not responsible for the 
quality, content, nature, or reliability of any hyperlinked site and is providing 
this hyperlink to you only as a convenience. The inclusion of any hyperlink does 
not imply any endorsement, investigation, verification or monitoring by ABC 
Bank of any information in any hyperlinked site. In no event shall ABC Bank be 
responsible for your use of a hyperlinked site.
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The link on the bank’s 
website now indicates that  
Harland Clarke is 
the bank’s preferred 
supplier for checks.

The Harland Clarke landing 
page provides instructions 
for account holders about 
how to locate their routing 
and account numbers.

Solution

Harland Clarke’s dedicated e-Commerce Marketing team is focused on helping 
you promote your brand and successfully utilize the internet channel. For 
more information about e-commerce best practices and online account holder 
experience strategies, contact your Harland Clarke account executive.

The Way It Is Now

ABC BANK

Building Personal Relationships...
It’s What We Do.


